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Based upon when the review occurs, there are two types of
peer-review processes used in OSS communities: 1) Precommit review: Code is committed to the repository only
after peer(s) have reviewed it and are satisfied with it. This
type of review process is also known as Review-ThenCommit (RTC). 2) Post-commit review: Code is inspected
after it is submitted to the repository, usually a development branch. This type of review process is also known as
Commit-Then-Review (CTR) [6, 14].
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Peer code review is an effective method to reduce the number of defects and maintain source code integrity. Peer reviews in most of the Open Source Software (OSS)
communities are conducted via mailing list, which are difficult to manage at times. Code review tools aim to ease the
review process and keep track of the review requests. In
this paper, we describe preliminary results of our study to
evaluate code review process using a popular open source
code review tool (ReviewBoard) in OSS communities.
Some of our study findings are similar to the findings of
previous studies on code reviews. In the projects under our
study, we found that, most of the revisions are not submitted for peer review. More than 80% of the review requests
are responded by two or less number of reviewers. Top
committers of the projects are also top contributors of code
reviews. Most of the review requests get prompt feedback
within a day; however, some requests might wait for feedback for a long time. Most importantly, we have identified
some interesting directions for future research.

maintaining the integrity of the code, peer-review helps the
community spread knowledge, expertise, and development
techniques among the review participants [16, 17].
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1.

Most OSS communities conduct their peer-reviews via the
mailing list. In this type of review, a code author generates
a diff file or patch file (a type of file that can be generated
by the source code versioning system, which represents
changes made to the working copy of the code). Then the
author sends the patch out via email using a special, designated keyword in email subject (e.g. Apache developers use
‘[PATCH]’ as the keyword). The main drawback to mailing list-based code review is that management of the process is inefficient and prone to lost requests. Therefore,
some OSS communities use tools specifically created for
managing the code review process. Code review tools aim
to manage the review requests and make the review task
easier. Moreover, code review tools can maintain traceability link between review request and code revisions. ReviewBoard is one of the most popular open source code
review tool used by OSS communities. This paper analyzes
how OSS communities use ReviewBoard.

Introduction

Software inspection (formal peer review) is considered to
be an important and cost effective method of identifying
defects [9]. The practice of using peer-reviews of code has
been adopted as an important quality assurance mechanism
in most of the mature and successful Open Source Software
(OSS) communities [7, 12]. Besides detecting defects and
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Section 2 briefly discusses the history and usage of ReviewBoard. Section 3 presents the research questions. Section 4 describes the research methodology. Section 5
analyzes the data relative to the research questions. Finally,
Section 6 discusses the plan for future work and concludes
the paper.

2. History and Workflow of
ReviewBoard
Prior to 2007, the developers of VMWare used a timeconsuming code-review process. They created htmldiffs by
placing the old code and the new code side by side and

hhighlighting th
he differences. Then, theey emailed th
he
hhtmldiffs to targeted reviewerrs along with an
a explanation of
o
thhe change and
d the testing do
one for it. How
wever, this pro
occess was difficult to maintain
n and resulted in a large num
mbber of lost requ
uests. To ease the
t review proccess and to keeep
trrack of the rev
view requests Christain
C
Hamm
mond and David
T
Trowbridge released ReviewB
Board in 2007 [8].
R
ReviewBoard is
i written in Python
P
using the
t Django weeb
fframework, hosted on Googlle Code, and published
p
und
der
thhe Open Sourcce MIT licensee [1]. The officcial project web
bssite provides project
p
guidelin
nes, documentaation, developer
bblogs, and a list of companiees and projectts using the tool
[2]. ReviewBoaard is actively under develop
pment with regu
ulaar releases. Th
is
he latest stablle version of ReviewBoard
R
11.6.12, which was
w released on
n September 24
4, 2012.

Review
wBoard can aalso be used in post-comm
mit review
mode. Projects usinng post-comm
mit reviews typpically use
separaate developmennt and productiion branches. IIn the postcommiit mode, a devveloper comm
mits modified ccode to the
develoopment branchh. Then, deveelopers use R
RBTools (a
compaanion tool of R
ReviewBoard) tto create a reviiew request
based upon the codee committed too the repositorry. A code
changee is merged to the productionn branch only after it has
been aapproved by thee reviewers.
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T
The general wo
orkflow of a co
ode review usin
ng ReviewBoarrd
is shown in Fig
gure 1. This workflow
w
assum
mes pre-comm
mit
rreview mode. A review proccess starts afteer an author haas
m
made changes in his local source tree. He creates
c
a revieew
rrequest using the
t diff file generated
g
from
m comparing his
h

wBoard, the
changeed files againsst the base codde. In Review
authorr also must speecify the absoluute path in thee repository
used tto generate thee diff file. Aftter the review request is
publishhed, the authoor has to wait for reviewers’’ feedback.
Potenttial reviewers ccan see the reqquest in the listt of review
requessts. ReviewBooard notifies thhe code authoor when a
review
wer has perform
med their revieew. If reviewerrs are satisfied w
with the code, thhe author subm
mits the code to the trunk
and clooses the review
w request by m
marking it as “ssubmitted”.
If the rreviewer has aasked for changges, the authorr makes the
suggessted changes annd generates a new diff file. The author
uploadds the new difff file along w
with a descripttion of the
changees. This proceess of makingg requested chhanges and
uploadding diff repeatts until the reviiewer is satisfied.

3.

R
Research Questionss
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Despitte widespread adoption of peeer-reviews in OSS communitiies, there has bbeen little empirical research on the use
of varrious peer-revview techniquees in OSS coommunities
[14]. M
Most of the stuudies that do innvestigate the uuse of peer
review
w in OSS focus primarily onn mailing list-bbased peerreview
ws [7, 13, 14]. In these stuudies, researchhers collect
data bby mining maiiling list archivves using som
me assumptions ((e.g. all requeests will have specific keyw
word in the
subjecct or will contaain a diff file aas an attachmeent). Therefore, tthere is not guuarantee as to the completenness of the
data [114]. We believve that data m
mined from RevviewBoard
will bee more accuraate than data m
mined from m
mailing lists
becausse all commentts and interactiions specific too a particular revview request caan be found in a single page. Moreover,
use off ReviewBoardd data providdes traceabilityy links between a review requuest and the ccorresponding code revision(s)). Therefore, ReviewBoardd data proviides more
insightts into the revview process. To our know
wledge, no
study has empiricallly evaluated the use of coode review
tools inn the context oof OSS code-reeviews.

Figure 1: General workflow
w of code revieew in ReviewBoard

A num
mber of majorr OSS projectss (e.g. Apachee, Asterisk,
DE) have usedd ReviewBoardd for a substanntial period
and KD
of tim
me. We believee that mining ReviewBoardd data will
providde a rich dataseet consisting different characcteristics of
the peeer code review
w process in the OSS commuunities. The
ultimaate goal of our rresearch is to uunderstand the impacts of
the codde review proccess in OSS coommunities. Foor example,
there aare different ccharacteristics associated w
with a code
review
w request (e.g. first feedbackk time, numbeer of comments received, reviiew interval, riigor of the feedback, and
accepttance). Those ccharacteristics might be influuenced by a
numbeer of factors ((e.g. code lenggth, module ccomplexity,
identitty of the submiitter, and numbber of active m
members in
a comm
munity). We w
want to identify
fy the type of rrelationship
amongg the characterristics of the coode review andd the other
factorss. Again, the llevel of use aand rigor of coode review
practicces might also impact other ccharacteristics of an OSS

This research is in its preliminary stage. The research questions in this paper are focused on descriptive statistics
about the code-review process using ReviewBoard. The
answers to these research questions will motivate additional
research questions for the next step of our research. Some
of the questions are motivated by results of previous studies
about mailing list-based code reviews [7, 14]. We can
compare the results of these common questions to determine whether there is any systematic difference between
reviews conducted via the mailing list and reviews conducted with ReviewBoard. The remainder of this section
describes and motivates each of the eight research questions addressed by this study.
RQ1. How many people are participating (i.e. submitting
review request or reviewing code submitted by others) in
the code-review process compared to the number of code
committers in the project?

RQ6. How many comments do the reviewers and submitters
make before code is approved for inclusion in the trunk?
After a review request is submitted, a code author might
make several changes before the code is finally accepted. A
reviewer may make comments requesting changes to the
code. The code submitter may respond to those comments
and upload new diff files incorporating those changes.
When the reviewer(s) agree with the changes, the code is
marked for shipping (i.e. marked for inclusion to the production branch). Again, a code review request may be reopened after it is marked as “Ship it” if a defect is found or if
the code author identifies a better way of solving the problem. In each case, comments would be added to the review
request. Previous study indicates that the average number
of comments in a review request thread was between two
and three [7]. We revisit this question to determine how
many comments reviewers and submitters typically make
about a review request in ReviewBoard before the change
is accepted.

Pr

In an OSS project, only active developers can commit code
directly into the main repository. Therefore, we expect that
all code committers will participate in the ReviewBoard
activities if the project requires all code to be reviewed before submission to the main repository. To answer this
question, we collect two types of data: 1) whether all active
developers participate in the ReviewBoard, and 2) whether
there are people in addition to the code committers who
participate in the ReviewBoard.

The Apache project RTC policy indicates that three core
members of the project should review a code change prior
to its inclusion in the main trunk. However, previous research indicated that this policy is not always followed
[14]. Previous studies on the OSS review process found
that on average 2 to 3 developers respond to a code review
request [7, 13]. We revisit this question to determine how
many reviewers typically respond to a review request in a
ReviewBoard.
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project, e.g. code quality, and number of defects found. Our
goal is to identify the empirical evidence about those impacts. Once we better understand the current review process and the influencing factors, we will be better able to
make suggestions to improve it.

The review process adds a delay to committing the code to
the repository. If a code author does not receive timely
feedback about her code changes, it might slow down the
project. Therefore, it is important for a code-review request
to be completed quickly. In this research question, we explore how quickly a reviewer gets her first feedback from a
review request.

Pr
e-

RQ2. Are all code revisions submitted for peer review?

RQ7. How long does it take for a code author to receive the
first feedback?

Ideally, all code committed to the project’s trunk should be
peer-reviewed. However, there might be some exceptions
to this rule. For example, a code author might not create
review requests for trivial changes. Alternatively, a project
member who contributes heavily to the project and who is
aware of design and coding guidelines might not create
review request for all of her changes. In this question, we
determine what proportion of the code revisions are submitted for peer review in the ReviewBoard.

RQ8. What is typical review interval using ReviewBoard?

If most code revisions are submitted for peer-review, then
we would expect that the top code contributors would also
be the top review request submitters. If a top committer is
among the most active members, he might also be one of
the top reviewers.

Poter et al. defined “review interval” as the time from the
start of a review process to its completion [11]. A review
process starts when the code author prepares an artifact for
review and ends when the code author has addressed all the
concerns and changes requested by the reviewer(s). As preparing a diff file for a review request using the version control system does not take much time, we calculate the
review interval as the time from the submission of the review request until the final comment is recorded in ReviewBoard. This question was also explored in a previous
study [14].

RQ4. What proportion of code revisions posted for reviews
are not accepted for inclusion into the trunk?

4.

RQ3. Do the committers submitting the most revisions also
contribute the most in the ReviewBoard?

In a pre-commit review, not all the changes submitted for
review will eventually be committed to the repository. In
this research question, we determine what percentage of the
code for which a review is requested does not make it to the
main repository of project.
RQ5. How many reviewers respond to a review request?

Research Method

We used a two-stage research method. First, we created a
list of candidate OSS projects that met two criteria: 1) the
project has been actively using ReviewBoard for at least 1
year, and 2) the project’s ReviewBoard data is publicly
accessible. Second, to collect data, we developed a Java
application to mine all the review requests posted to the
ReviewBoards and insert the results into a MySQL database. Third, we conducted the mining of all the available
review requests from the ReviewBoards during the last

The MusicBrainz server project is an open content music
database written in Perl. Currently, the MusicBrainz database contains information about 660,000 artists, 1 million
releases, and 11 million recordings. Robert Kaye started
this project in 2002. The current size of the codebase is
around 90KLoc. The MusicBrainz project has been using
ReviewBoard for the code review activities since April,
2009.
The Asterisk project is an open source platform for creating
communication applications. It is written in C. Asterisk is
currently the leading Open Source PBX software. Mark
Spencer of Digium Inc. created the project in 1999. The
first major release of the project was in 2004. The current
size of Asterisk’s codebase is around 840KLoc. The Asterisk project has been using ReviewBoard since October,
2008.

MusicBrainz Server
Asterisk

24

23

23

57

113

46

isk ReviewBoard. After crosschecking the two lists we
found 46 contributors in common to both lists. We also
noticed that, each of the top 15 code committers also participated in the Asterisk ReviewBoard.
The presence of people in the Asterisk ReviewBoard who
do not have commit privileges can be explained by the Asterisk’s ReviewBoard policy [5]. The Asterisk, ReviewBoard is also used for patch submission. Any interested
contributor can submit a patch directly to the ReviewBoard
to obtain feedback and acceptance of their code.
Based upon these observations, we can conclude that most
of the core committers in the two projects also participate
in the ReviewBoard activities. This situation might be ideal
for projects with strong code review policies. It would be
interesting to check whether this relationship holds true for
other projects in our study and whether it holds for projects
that use mailing list-based code reviews. These analyses
will help determine whether ReviewBoard facilitates larger
participation of the code authors in the review process.

Pr

To collect statistics on code commits, we mined the code
repositories of these two projects using the OSS tool
CVSAnalY [15]. For better comparison of the trends, we
selected the same time interval for both projects. The first
full month of data available for the MusicBrainz ReviewBoard was May 2009. Therefore, we selected May 2009 as
the starting point of our analysis interval. To ensure enough
time for the completion of the review requests, we limited
our analysis for the data until the end of April 2012. Therefore, in our analysis we used the data from May 2009 to
April 2012 (36 months).

Table 1. Number of committers compared to review
participants
Project
Total # of Total # of
ParticiCommitreview par- pants comters
ticipants
mon in the
both lists
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week of July 2012. Data analysis is still ongoing. This paper includes the results from two OSS projects: MusicBrainz Server [3] and Asterisk [4]. We selected these
two projects because they were in active development and
their ReviewBoards have a large number of review requests
posted. Both of these projects mostly use pre-commit review process. If we obtain encouraging results from these
projects, we plan to extend our analysis to other projects.

Pr
e-

5.

5.2 Are all code revisions submitted for peer review?

Analysis Results

This section presents the results of the data analysis related
to the eight research questions based upon the data mined
from the repositories of the two projects described in the
previous section. Along with the answers to each question,
we also pose new questions that will be evaluated in future
studies.
5.1 How many people are participating in the code
review process compared to the number of committers
in the project?

Table 1 presents the number of committers and review participants during the three-year period included in our analysis. We found that 24 contributors committed code in the
MusicBrainz server repository. During the same period, 23
contributors participated in the code review process. After
crosschecking the two lists, we found that all the 23 contributors who participated in the code review process, also
made code commits. The committer who did not participated in the code review process only made a small numbers
of commits.
In the Asterisk project, 57 contributors committed code
during the three-year period included in the analysis. During the same interval, 113 people participated in the Aster-

During the three years period included in our analysis, 1150
code review requests were submitted to the MusicBrainz
server ReviewBoard compared with 9105 revisions in the
MusicBrainz official Git repository. During the same interval, 987 requests were posted in Asterisk ReviewBoard
compared with 4595 source code revisions in Asterisk Subversion trunk. We know that some of the code submitted in
a review request can be shipped more than one time, which
results in multiple code revisions. However, we found that
the proportion of such requests was relatively small (less
than 15%). Again, some review requests are never accepted
and those requests do not generate a new revision in the
repository. Even though these two projects have strong
code review policies that require all changes to be reviewed, we found that most of the changes were not submitted for review in these projects. It would be interesting
to find out the proportion of reviewed code changes and unreviewed changes in other projects.
We found that code authors do not always submit their
code changes for review. Therefore, a code author uses
some criteria to decide whether his code needs a peerreview review. In the future, we want to analyze the factors
that affect a code author’s decision to submit a code change
for peer review.

55.3 Do the committers sub
bmitting most revisions alsso
ccontribute the most in the ReviewBoard?
R



Do memberrs review moree other contribuutor’s code
as they becoome experienced?

5.4 W
What proporrtion of codee revisions p
posted for
review
ws are not acceepted for inclu
usion into the trunk?

Pr

F
For each of thee projects, we created three lists: 1) the to
op
ten committerss, 2) the top ten review req
quest submitterrs,
aand 3) the top ten reviewers. Figure 2 com
mpares the rank
kinngs of individu
ual contributorrs in the three lists. These lissts
sshow that each
h of the top ten
t committerss from the Mu
ussicBrainz serveer project are also in the lisst of the top teen
rreview request submitters. Eiight of the ten
n top committeers
aalso belong to the
t list of the top ten revieweers. In the Asteerisk project, only six of the top
p ten committeers belong to th
he
liist of the top ten review req
quest submitterrs. Seven of th
he
toop ten committters also belon
ng to the list of
o the top ten rer
vviewers. Thereefore, we con
nclude that co
ontributors wh
ho
m
make the mostt code contrib
butions also tend to make th
he
m
most contributiions during thee code-review process.
p

in
t

Figure 2. Co
omparing threee different rank
kings of individ
dual contributoors in Asterisk and MusicBraiinz server. Eacch series
is creatted by connectiing three differrent ranking off an individual in the three lissts
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In the MusicBrainz server projectt only 1 out oof the 1150
requessts were not accepted for submission duringg the threeyear pperiod. Converssely, in the Assterisk project, 74 out the
987 reeviews (7.5%) were not acceepted for subm
mission. We
believee that the highher percentagee of rejected ccode in the
Asterissk project is ddue to Asterissk’s ReviewBooard usage
policyy. As mentioned earlier, anyoone can submitt a patch to
the Assterisk ReviewB
Board. In the M
MusicBrainz server, only
trustedd project mem
mbers who have code commiit privilege
can suubmit review reequests. It is im
mportant to noote that this
type oof analysis is nnot possible foor data mined only from
mailinng lists.

IIf all the code changes were submitted forr review, the to
op
ccommitter rank
kings and top review
r
request submitter rank
kinngs would be exactly same.. The ranking of the top con
ntrributors acrosss the three lists are more
m
similar in
M
MusicBrainz seerver project th
han in the Asteerisk project. We
W
bbelieve this ressult may be due to higher pro
oportion of cod
de
cchanges subm
mitted for reviiews in MusicBrainz server
((21%) than in the
t Asterisk pro
oject (13%). We
W plan to inveestiigate this belieef further.
A
Again, for the top individuall contributors we
w can generaate
thheir contributiion graphs acro
oss time interv
val (e.g. number
oof code comm
mits/review requ
uests during th
hree months in
nterval). This data
d
will help us answer some interestin
ng
qquestions. For example:
e


Is the ratio of code commits and review requessts
similar for a contrib
butor across diifferent time in
ntervalss?



As a code
c
contributo
or becomes mo
ore experienceed,
does she
s tend to su
ubmit a smallerr portion of her
h
code changes
c
for rev
view?

5.5 H
How many revviewers respon
nd to a review
w request?
Figuree 3 presents thee cumulative ddistribution of tthe number
of peoople respondinng to a revieew request. Inn the MusicBraainz server prooject, 7.5% off the accepted review requests were not reviiewed by any rreviewer. Appproximately
65% oof the review rrequests were rreviewed by onnly one reviewerr. More than 93% of the reviiew requests innvolve only
one orr two revieweers apart from the code authhor. In the
Asterissk project, arouund 5% of the accepted revieew requests
were nnot reviewed bby any review
wer. Around 555% of the
review
w requests in tthe Asterisk prroject were reeviewed by
only oone reviewer. Only one or two reviewerss reviewed
more tthan 82% of thhe review requuests in the Assterisk project. T
These finding aare very similarr to the findinggs of Rigby
et al.’ss study of the A
Apache server project. They ffound 50%
of the requests weree reviewed by only one indiividual and
80% w
were reviewedd by two [14].
were reviewed w
The avverage numberr of people ressponding to a review request iin the MusicB
Brainz server pproject is 1.28 people. In

thhe Asterisk prroject, the averrage number of respondents to
a review requeest is 1.49. Thiis result is sim
milar to the find
dinngs of Ashund
di et al. The av
verage numberr of responden
nts
inn Apache http
pd, GCC, GD
DB, Mplayer, and
a Gaim were
11.81, 1.26, 1.31
1,1.77, and 0.94
4 respectively [7].

the Assterisk project could be the ppresence of a laarger number off developers in the communitty. Of course, tthere could
also bee other reasonss. A detailed annalysis of the ccharacteristics off the review reqquests that gennerate the largeest number
of com
mments would bbe interesting rresearch topic..
In thiss phase of our study, we onlyy counted the number of
comm ents. We did nnot look into tthe length or ccontents of
the com
mments. We bbelieve it worthh taking a detaiiled look at
the coontents of the comments. Inn the future, w
we want to
analyzze whether moost of the com
mments were short (e.g.
‘Lookss good’) or whhether they conntain constructiive suggestions too improve the code changes.

Pr

W
We believe thee size of the core developm
ment group in a
ccommunity is positively
p
corrrelated with th
he average num
mbber of people responding
r
to review requesst. In the Linu
ux
kkernel, which has
h a larger co
ore group, the average number
oof responses to
o a review requ
uest (2.35) wass higher than th
he
nnumber found in our study [10].
[
We also find support for
fo
thhis belief in th
he results of ou
ur study. The number
n
of com
mm
mitters in the Asterisk
A
projecct is higher than
n the number of
o
ccommitters in the MusicBraainz server pro
oject. We foun
nd
thhat, on average, more review
wers participateed in the revieew
rrequests in thee Asterisk proj
oject than in th
he MusicBrain
nz
sserver project. To substantiatte this claim we
w need to do a
ssimilar analysiss on a larger nu
umber of projects.

Figurre 4. Cumulatiive distributionn of number off commentts posted in a reeview request

in
t

Figure 3. Cum
mulative distrib
bution of numb
ber of people
responding to a review requeest

5.7 H
How long doees it take for a code author to receive
the firrst feedback?

Pr
e-

Figuree 5 shows the cumulative loogarithmic disttribution of
time innterval betweenn the submissiion of a commeent and the
first feeedback in the two projects. The average tiime passed
beforee first feedbackk on a review reequest is 3.61 days in the
MusicB
Brainz server project and 5.04 days in thhe Asterisk
projectt. However, thhe average timee may not be a good indicator oof how prompttly the first feeedback is receivved. A few
requessts receive theirr first feedbackk only after a llong period
of timee, which makees the average vvalue higher. T
The median
of the first feedbackk may be a bettter measure. T
The median
is 1.2 days for the M
MusicBrainz server project annd 0.2 days
(4.8 hoours) for the A
Asterisk project.

O
Other factors might
m
also influ
uence number of
o reviewers th
hat
rrespond to a rev
view request. For
F example: popularity
p
of th
he
ccode author, po
opularity of th
he module, and
d complexity of
o
thhe code. It wo
ould be interessting research question
q
to an
nalyyze whether these
t
factors actually
a
affect the number of
o
rreviewers that respond
r
to a reeview request.
55.6 How ma
any commen
nts do the reviewers an
nd
ssubmitters ma
ake before cod
de is approveed for inclusio
on
in
n the trunk?

F
Figure 4 showss the cumulatiive distribution
n of the number
oof comments made
m
on a rev
view request. The number of
o
rreview requestts that did no
ot receive an
ny comments is
aaround 7% in the MusicBraiinz server projject and aroun
nd
44% in the Asteerisk project. The average number
n
of com
mm
ments per revieew request is 2.5
2 in the MusicBrainz serv
ver
pproject and 6.1 in the Asterissk project. In th
he Asterisk pro
oject around 60% of the revieew requests generate three or
o
m
more commentts. While in th
he MusicBrainzz server projecct,
oonly 30% of the
t review req
quests generatee three or more
ccomments.
A
About 15% of the review req
quests in Asterrisk generate teen
oor more comm
ments. While in
n the MusicBrainz server pro
oject, only 2.5%
% review requests generate teen or more com
mm
ments. One reaason for the hiigher number of comments in

In the MusicBrainz server project more than 220% of the
review
w requests receiive their first ffeedback withinn 2.4 hours
(0.1 daay), while in tthe Asterisk prroject more thaan 40% review rrequests receivve first feedbacck within 2.4 hoours. More
than 7 1% review reqquests get first feedback withhin the first
day inn the Asteriskk project. While only 47% review requests receive first ffeedback withiin the first dayy. For both
of the projects, almoost 90% of thee review requeests receive
first feeedback withinn first week. Byy comparing thhe Asterisk
projectt with the MuusicBrainz serrver project, w
we can observe that Asterisk project membbers are more prompt in
providding the first ffeedback to thhe code review
w requests.
Howevver, for some of the review requests Asteerisk members taake a very lonng time. This ttype of delayed response
happenns less frequenntly in the MuusicBrainz servver project.
We coonclude here thhat in both proojects most of the review
requessts receive proompt feedback,, with only a few facing

pleted within the firsst day. Withinn ten days, appproximately
75% rreview requestss are completeed in MusicBraainz server
projectt and approxim
mately 70% reeview requestss are completed in Asterisk pproject. The rreview intervaal found in
these pprojects is highher than what w
was found in thhe study of
Apachhe server [14]. It would be aan interesting qquestion to
analyzze the differennce between thhe characteristtics of the
short-llived and lonng-lived review
w requests. T
This informationn can help to predict factors tthat can help exxpedite the
review
w process.

6.

loong delays. Again, the largeer core group of
o Asterisk maay
eexplain the low
wer median feedback
f
time for review rer
qquests. We neeed to analyze siimilar data from
m more projeccts
too validate this observation.
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Again, other factors
f
(e.g. po
opularity of th
he code autho
or,
ppopularity of th
he module, and
d complexity of
o the code) maay
innfluence the first
f
feedback time of a rev
view request. It
w
would be intereesting research
h question to ch
heck if the those
ffactors indeed affect the first feedback tim
me of review rer
qquests.

In thiss paper, we prresented the prreliminary resuults of our
analyssis of the use oof ReviewBoarrd for managinng the peerreview
w process in OSS projects. T
Three out of ouur eight researchh questions werre motivated frrom previous sstudies. For
two off those questionns, we have foound result sim
milar to previous studies. We beelieve the prelliminary results to be encouragging and worthh more researchh. We plan to eexpand this
analyssis by includingg data from m
more projects too get a better ideea of the revieew process in OSS communnities using
Review
wBoard.
Duringg our analysis, we identified the following interesting
researcch questions thhat should be explored in the future.
1. N
Not all the codde revisions arre submitted ffor review.
Thherefore, whatt are the differrences in the ccharacteristiccs of the revissions which are reviewed annd the revisioons which aree not? How doo code committters decide
w
which code to suubmit for revieew?
2. Thhe top commiitters are also among the ttop request
suubmitters and ttop reviewers. Is this result applicable
too other projectss with differentt sizes or revieew processess?
3. W
What are the maain differencess between the ccharacteristiccs of the revieew requests thaat are acceptedd and those
thhat are not?
4. W
What are the facctors that affecct the number of reviews
inn a review requuest?
5. W
What are the facctors that contrribute to a largger number
off comments in a review requeests?
6. W
What proportionns of review reequests receivee constructivve suggestionss to improve thhe code changees and what
arre the factors thhat affect thosee comments?
7. W
Which factors afffect the first ffeedback time aand review
innterval?
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t

Figure 5. Cum
mulative logaritthmic distributtion of time forr
first feedback on a review reequest
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Future woork and C
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Figure 6 shows the cumulatiive logarithmicc distribution of
o
rreview intervall of the two projects.
p
The average revieew
innterval in the MusicBrainz server
s
project is
i 9.42 days an
nd
inn the Asterisk
k project is 24.7 days. Agaain, the mediaan
sshould be a bettter indicator of the distributio
on of the revieew
inntervals in theese projects. The
T median rev
view interval in
thhe MusicBrain
nz server projecct is 4.3 days and
a in the Asteerisk project is 3..7 days.
F
For the MusiccBrainz serverr project apprroximately 25%
%
rreview requestss are completed within the firrst day, while in
thhe Asterisk prroject around 32%
3
review reequests are com
m-

We beelieve data minned from projects using RevviewBoard
will bee helpful in ansswering these rresearch questiions.
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